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- Artist Statement  -

This BFA consists of two different projects. From the fall semester comes Scout’s 

Seasons - an illustrated children’s book about the beauty of nature’s changing seasons. 

The second project, Wanderer, is a collection of visual development illustrations for a 

video game concept. The goal of both projects is to transport the viewer through 

illustrations that re-imagine familiar imagery in a new and engaging way - instilling the 

viewer with a sense of wonder while drawing them in with a focus on atmosphere and 

mood-setting.

The idea that spurred me to create Scout’s Seasons was my desire to use a children’s 

book to inspire a sense of wonder and appreciation for nature - to instill in readers a sort of 

“stop and smell the roses” mindset.

The concept for the game Wanderer centers around exploration and discovery, with 

a focus on natural wonders. I wanted the player to be able explore the beauty of this 

post-apocalyptic world, rather than focusing the game on the despair of it. 



Wall space installation:



BFA Midyear Presentation 
Fall 2021



Project Summary For the first half of my BFA, I 
chose to start a children’s book. 
My goal was to make something 
cute, fun, and a little informative. 
This book is aimed at children 
about preschool aged, so it’s 
great for learning about 
seasons, friendship, and 
reading. Ideally, it would be 
printed as a board book, about 
6/7 inches tall.



Planning
- Book to consist of 

cover and 6 
spreads (12 pages)

- Each spread has a 
spot and a full 
illustration

- Goal is to have the 
season spreads 
finished by midyear, 
and the entire book 
planned out



Style Inspiration

Jamey Christoph

Dianne White

Jon Klassen



Season Inspiration
Spring Summer Autumn Winter



(pg. 3-4) Sketch & Color Study



(pg. 3-4) Final Illustrations



(pg. 5-6) Sketch & Color Study



(pg. 5-6) Final Illustrations



(pg. 7-8) Sketch & Color Study



(pg. 7-8) Final Illustrations



(pg. 9-10) Sketch & Color Study



(pg. 9-10) Final Illustrations



Book Read-through:



pg. 1-2 (placeholder)



pg. 3-4



pg. 5-6



pg. 7-8



pg. 9-10



pg. 11-12 (placeholder)



Pages all together







Mockup



Spring ‘22





Game Description
Wanderer is an exploration-based open-world walking simulator type game 

where you play as The Wanderer, a small character with a big sense of adventure 

who wanders across a post-apocalyptic wilderness, exploring new lands. Throughout 

the game The Wanderer stumbles across small pockets of civilization scattered 

throughout the world, learning new things from the isolated inhabitants. 

As they wander through different areas of the world, The Wanderer discovers 

amazing landscapes, strange creatures, buried ruins, unique nature, hidden secrets, 

and isolated pockets of civilization.

Whenever a new community/village/camp is discovered, you are able to learn 

about their unique lifestyle, stories, and skills (aka unlock new backstories, quests, 

abilities, items, and outfits in the game).



(Process details in Process Book)



Concepting Sketches



More Concepting Sketches



More Concepting Sketches 



More Concepting Sketches 



Playable Character Concept Variations



NPC Character / Home Concept



Concept Art - Cave Entrance



Concept Art - Forest Highway Tunnel



Concept Art - Cliffs Area



Concept Art - Flooded City



Thank You!


